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Ultrafast extended x-ray absorption fine structure „EXAFS…—theoretical
considerations
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Inspired by the recent experimental demonstration of ultrafast x-ray absorption spectroscopy, we
present a framework for the calculation of extended x-ray absorption fine structure~EXAFS! spectra
on the ultrafast~femtosecond to picosecond! time scale. Model calculations for gas phase I2 ,
evolving under the influence of laser pumping, demonstrate that ultrafast EXAFS has the potential
to serve as a direct probe of nuclear dynamics, including time-dependent interatomic separations and
relative orientations. The feasibility of ultrafast EXAFS as a viable and useful experimental
technique is discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00338-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oscillations in the adsorption spectrum to the high e
ergy side of an x-ray adsorption edge were first obser
nearly 80 years ago1,2 and a qualitative understanding of th
phenomenon was provided by Kronig shortly thereafte3

Since that time, numerous attempts have been made to q
tify the effect~see Ref. 4 for a brief history!, but the physical
picture remains relatively simple and unchanged. A pho
electron ejected by an atom following x-ray adsorption
subject to the influence of both the ionized atom itself a
any neighboring atoms. The presence of neighbors gives
to a perturbation of the photoelectron’s quantum state r
tive to the case of an isolated photoelectron–positive
pair. This perturbation is responsible for the oscillations
scribed above and the phenomenon has become know
extended x-ray absorption fine structure~EXAFS!. The util-
ity of EXAFS as a means to determine molecular geomet
is well-known.5 Experiment and theory complement ea
other, allowing, in favorable cases, the determination of
teratomic separations to an accuracy of greater than one
dredth of an angstrom.6 Additionally, the universality of the
technique across varied sample types~see Ref. 6 for a serie
of experiments carried out in the gas, liquid, and so
phases! makes EXAFS a broadly useful experimental too

The diversity of problems being tackled by the conte
porary EXAFS community is impressive,7 but the technique
remains primarily a tool for the study of stationary system
The exceptions to this rule include various variants of x-
absorption spectroscopy on the nanosecond,8 microsecond,9

and slower10 time scales. Such experiments have been us
in elucidating chemical kinetics,11,12 but are much too
coarsely grained in time to probe molecular dynamics. T
reason behind this lack of ultrafast x-ray experiments
simple: ultrafast x-ray sources have only recently becom
reality. With the advent of several emerging techniques13–20

to generate ultrafast x-ray pulses, however, the prospec
ultrafast EXAFS seems encouraging. Given the recent
6230021-9606/99/111(14)/6238/9/$15.00
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vances in ultrafast~femtosecond to picosecond! x-ray experi-
ments, both absorption21 and diffraction,13,16,17,19,20,22,23it
seems an opportune time to consider both what could po
tially be learned from an ultrafast EXAFS experiment a
what is required to make such a measurement.

In previous papers from this group24–26and others,27 the
theoretical basis for ultrafast x-ray diffraction has been d
cussed. In this work, we shall focus on x-ray adsorptio
specifically, on EXAFS. Much of the analysis presented h
is easily extended to include XANES~x-ray absorption near
edge structure!, including the phenomena of chemical sh
~movement of the absorption edge with changes in the o
dation state of the atom!. We have chosen to specificall
focus on the EXAFS phenomena since there is an abund
of theoretical understanding and available tools to aid in
calculation of reasonably accurate spectra~at least in the
static case!. As we will utilize these tools in our time-
dependent calculations, and the analogous tools are less
developed for the calculation of XANES signals, we w
only discuss EXAFS at this time. The extension to XANE
should be clear to the reader, although the actual calculat
would be more difficult and less reliable.

The utility of ultrafast EXAFS should prove to be wid
ranging. Conventional ultrafast experiments rely upon op
cal radiation to probe dynamics. The advantage of x-r
based techniques is that x-rays can probe the nuclear p
tions of a molecule directly~by interacting with core
electrons!, whereas optical photons excite valence electro
which extend over multiple nuclei. Relating optical measu
ments to nuclear dynamics requires a certain amoun
a priori knowledge about the molecular Hamiltonian to e
able inversion from the optical spectrum back to a map
nuclear probability density. With x-ray measurements inv
sion is easier: noa priori knowledge is necessary and, in th
case of x-ray diffraction. direct inversion is possible~though
not necessarily simple! via Fourier transformation. Although
the EXAFS signal is not directly invertible, nuclear positio
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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6239J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 14, 8 October 1999 Ultrafast EXAFS
may be ascertained by fitting calculated spectra to the exp
mental spectrum using the nuclear positions as fit par
eters. Despite the inconvenience associated with nond
inversion. EXAFS is an appealing technique because
probes locally—the signal will incorporate effects from
few coordination shells around the adsorbing atom, but
long-range interactions. This locality makes EXAFS partic
larly appealing for the study of systems in disordered c
densed phases~e.g., liquids!. Chemical reaction dynamics
solid-state dynamics, and protein dynamics are all poten
candidates for study by ultrafast EXAFS. For example,
iron atoms in myoglobin provide suitable subjects for t
absorption of x-ray radiation. Portions of the protein pro
mal to the iron atom will reorient when oxygen, carbon mo
oxide, or other ligands form complexes with or detach fro
the protein. This movement will translate into modulation
the EXAFS signal. One can imagine ‘‘seeing’’ how myogl
bin adapts to carry oxygen as the process takes place!
though nanosecond scale diffraction experiments in this v
have been carried out in crystals,23 the locality of the EXAFS
phenomena could potentially allow for the study of such
actions in the more biologically relevant, aqueous state.
idea of performing temporally resolved EXAFS measu
ments on myoglobin extends back to at least the mid
1980s.10 Only now is the technology emerging to carry o
such studies over the range of time scales relevant to pro
dynamics.

For the purpose of concreteness, we include in this pa
a model calculation for the EXAFS signal of gaseous2

pumped, by an ultrafast light pulse, to an excited electro
state. The coherent quantum dynamics induced by this t
sition are observed to temporally modulate the EXAFS s
nal. Although gas phase I2 is a far cry from a solvated pro
tein, we believe the underlying physics associated with
EXAFS measurement to be identical for these two syste
and, indeed, for any dynamic molecular or condensed ph
system. The present work may thus be regarded as a com
tational proof of principle for the technique of ultrafa
EXAFS.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section
presents a simple means of obtaining the time-depen
EXAFS signal by suitably averaging the usual EXAFS fo
mulas. Details of the derivation needed to arrive at t
simple result may be found in the Appendix, which is ava
able electronically.28 In Sec. III this formalism is used to
compute the EXAFS signal for gaseous I2 under the influ-
ence of a molecular ‘‘p’’ pulse.29 This particular example
has been chosen both for computational ease and to m
contact with previous work on ultrafast x-ray diffraction.26 In
Secs. IV and V we discuss these results and conclude
spectively.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Our goal for this section is to extend the usual EXAF
function, x(k) ~the absorption cross section normalized
the ~atom-like! background with energy measured in term
of the photoelectron wave vector,k, ejected in the absorption
process!, to a time-dependent quantityx(k,t) with temporal
variation resulting from the electronic and nuclear dynam
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 18.60.2.110. Redistribution subject
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of the system. Before proceeding, we note thatx(k)
[x(k,t) whenever one is dealing with a sample at equil
rium. This equivalence reflects the fact that EXAFS is
ensemble measurement and that, at equilibrium, any tem
ral variation in one particular absorber will be observed a
later time in another member of the ensemble. In ot
words, the EXAFS signal from one individual molecu
would in fact show time dependence~assuming a fast enoug
experiment!, but when averaged over the ensemble the sp
tra become stationary. Such averaging is the physical rea
behind the Debye–Waller factors5 which appear in a conven
tional treatment. Our discussion rests upon the ability to c
ate a nonequilibrium experimental condition such that
entire ensemble~or some significant portion thereof! is act-
ing in unison. Possibilities for achieving such conditions w
be discussed in Secs. III and IV. The following formul
assume such experimental conditions exist.

We now present a brief intuitive justification for the fo
mulas needed in our numerical analysis. Although our fi
expression turns out to be just what one would naively gue
we stress that this result embodies a number of approxi
tions which will not necessarily hold true in all experiment
conditions. A more detailed derivation of our equations, w
an emphasis on where approximations have been invo
may be found in the Appendix.28

The x-ray absorption cross section for fixed nuclear
ordinatesR is given by

sa~v,R!54p2avu^w f uê• r̂ uwc&u2n~v!, ~1!

where a is the fine structure constant,v is the x-ray fre-
quency,w f(r ;R) and wc(r ;R) are the wave functions~fol-
lowing and prior to x-ray absorption, respectively! for the
electron which absorbs the x-ray in the one electr
approximation,5 ê is the polarization vector for the x-ra
E-field, andn(v) is the density of photoelectron states
energy\v above the energy ofwc(r ;R). Conventionally, it
is the normalized cross section,

x~k,R!5
s~v!2s0~v!

s0~v!
, ~2!

which is considered in the EXAFS literature. Here, the f
quencyv is abandoned in favor of the ejected photoelectr
wave vectork[@2me(\v2E0)/\2#1/2 defined in terms of
the electronic mass,me , andE0 , the energy of the edge o
the absorption spectra. The ‘‘atomic’’ cross section,s0 , is
the cross section for a hypothetical experiment without sc
tering by neighboring atoms.

We claim~see the Appendix28 for details! that the time-
dependent generalization of Eq.~2! is

x~k,t !5
( i* dt N ~k,t2t !^z i~t,R!ux~k,R!uz i~t,R!&

* dt N ~k,t2t !
,

~3!

where we must now average Eq.~2! over the Born–
Oppenheimer nuclear wave functionsz i(t,R) for the occu-
pied valence electronic configurations,i. Additional averag-
ing over the intensity profile of the measuring puls
N (k,t2t), and a sum over the occupied valence electro
states are also required. This equation reflects the fact
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6240 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 14, 8 October 1999 Brown, Wilson, and Cao
the EXAFS phenomenon occurs much faster than molec
motion. Since we expect the absorption of each x-ray pho
to depend only upon the instantaneous configuration of
molecule, Eq.~3! makes perfect sense. The averaging
need to perform just reflects the nuclear distribution over
course of an observation. Equation~3! will serve as the basis
for the following numerical study and we note that the ava
ability of packages to calculatex(k,R)30,31makes evaluation
of Eq. ~3! relatively straightforward.

Although Eq.~3! is ‘‘obviously’’ the correct generaliza-
tion of Eq.~2!, we emphasize that it is only valid under a s
of approximations outlined in the Appendix.28 We have, for
example, completely neglected cross terms between diffe
electronic states in Eq.~3! which would lead to quantum
beats in the EXAFS signal. This particular approximati
amounts to assuming no correlation between core and
lence electrons and may not be a valid assumption for m
systems. The phenomenon of quantum beats has been
dicted for x-ray diffraction26 and could similarly manifes
itself in EXAFS despite the fact that Eq.~3! precludes such
behavior. Caution must be exercised in the application of
intuitive results presented above and we encourage the i
ested reader to refer to the Appendix28 for a detailed deriva-
tion of Eq. ~3!. There, we point out where approximation
have been invoked so as to allow for generalization of
~3! when experimental results dictate that we conside
more complicated model.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Earlier, we discussed the need for nonequilibrium co
ditions in order to observe temporal fluctuations inx(k,t).
Femtosecond optical pulses can initiate such dynamics. A
specific example, we shall consider the time-depend
EXAFS signal for gaseous I2 subject to a molecular ‘‘p’’
pulse.29,32 The molecular ‘‘p’’ pulse excites I2 from its
ground electronic state to an excited electronic state w
99% efficiency, hence the name ‘‘p’’ pulse in analogy to the
p pulse which inverts population in a two-level system33

Excitation to the excited surface initiates coherent motion
the nuclei which can be followed by EXAFS. The hypothe
cal experiment which we propose is schematically diagram
in Fig. 1. As the~optical! ‘‘ p’’ pulse excites the molecule
x-ray pulses are fired at the sample to probe the nuc
evolution. As this simple model clearly demonstrates,
trafast temporal variation in EXAFS can be significant f
coherent nuclear dynamics.

Our modeling of the I2 molecule in the presence of op
tical excitation, and specifically ‘‘p’’ pulse excitation, has
been described elsewhere29,32,34 and we shall limit our dis-
cussion of details. We emphasize that the ensuing discus
regarding the interaction between I2 and light is pertinent
only to the creation of the wave function,uc(t)&, which
EXAFS probes. In particular, this discussion is not related
the EXAFS interaction itself, which is described in the pr
ceding section and the Appendix.28

The relevant degrees of freedom in this problem are
interatomic distance,r, and rotational angles,~u,f!, of the I2
molecule as well as the valence electronic state. We ass
for simplicity, an initial condition~prior to interaction with
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 18.60.2.110. Redistribution subject
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the field! of zero degrees Kelvin for the molecule—i.e., o
cupation of only the electronic, vibrational, and rotation
ground state. The interaction with the field allows for ex
tation from the ground,X, electronic state to the higher
lying, B, state via a parallel transition~3P0u

←1S01 Hund’s
casec!. These surfaces are displaced by 15 769 cm21 relative
to one another~see Bardeenet al.34 and references therein!.
Interaction between I2 and the electric field is treated sem
clasically within the dipole35 and rotating wave approxima
tion ~RWA!33 approximations. Nuclear vibration on the tw
surfaces is handled by assuming functional forms of Mo
potentials with experimentally determined parameters.34 Ro-
tational motion is accounted for by expressing the wa
function as a sum of spherical harmonics,

c~ t !5(
i

B,X

(
J,M

RJ,i~r !YJ,M~u,f!, ~4!

and taking care only to allow field-induced transitions b
tween states with differing electronic states,J values differ-
ing by one, and identicalM values. Although the field is only
capable of inducingDJ561 jumps, the field strengths w
are modeling allow for multiple transitions over the course
the simulation, and our final angular distributions reflect
occupation of many differentJ values. Rovibrational cou-
pling is included by propagating the nuclear wave packets
potential surfaces modified from their Morse form to inclu
the appropriate,J-dependent, centrifugal barriers.

The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the prob
lem outlined above~full three-dimensional dynamics in th
presence of the electric field! is solved numerically to yield

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of our hypothetical experiment. Top porti
temporal profile for excitation~optical ‘‘p’’ ! pulse and probe~x-ray! pulses.
The three probe pulses correspond to the different delay times analyz
Figs. 2–4. Bottom portion: sketch of the experimental setup showing b
pathways which intersect inside the sample, then an x-ray wavelength
persing crystal, and finally a detector to monitor absorbence from the x
beam versus wavelength. Note that the direction ofE-field polarization for
the optical beam defines theẐ direction in our hypothetical experiment.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6241J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 14, 8 October 1999 Ultrafast EXAFS
the wave function,uc(t)&, which is inserted into Eq.~3! to
obtain x(k,t). We shall assume, for the sake of simplicit
that the x-ray probe pulse is sufficiently fast with respect
nuclear motion to justify the choice

N ~t2t !5d~t2t !, ~5!

in Eq. ~3! for the x-ray temporal envelope. This choice sim
plifies our expression forx(k,t) to

x~k,t !5(
i

^z i~ t,r ,u,f!ux~k,r ,u,f!uz i~ t,r ,u,f!&, ~6!

where we have replaced the generic variable set,R, with the
variables for this particular problem. Extension to a fin
pulse duration would simply mean approximating the in
grals of Eq.~3! with an appropriate numerical scheme. Co
putationally, this will be more intensive because of the ne
to evaluate a number of quantities identical to Eq.~6! for
each x-ray probe pulse.

In practice, averaging over the wave function is carr
out by choosing a finite discretization to approximate
integrals involved. The values ofx(k,r ,u,f) on the grid
defined by this discretization are calculated using theFEFF

software package.30,36 Repeating the calculation o
x(k,r ,u,f) for every (r ,u,f) point in this discrete set be
comes computationally intensive. By choosing our opti
pump pulse to be linearly polarized, however, we insur
level of symmetry~cylindrical about the polarization direc
tion! which enables us to average in two dimensions rat
than the full three-dimensional calculation which would ha
to be performed in the general case. We find that using
points in bothr ~r P@2.12,5.29# angstrom! and u ~relative
angle between ‘‘p’’ and x-ray polarizations! is sufficient to
obtain convergence for our results.

The precise form chosen for our ‘‘p’’ pulse is

E~ t !5ẐE0 expF2
~ t2t0!2

2d2 2 iv0~ t2t0!2 ic
~ t2t0!2

2 G ,
~7!

with parameters as given in Table I. The theory of the m
lecular ‘‘p’’ pulse29,32 is beyond the scope of this paper, b
we point out that this particular choice of parameters lead
better than 99% inversion at timet5200 fs. In Figs. 2–4 we
presentx(k,t) for three different time points in the evolutio
of uc(t)& and three different polarization conditions corr
sponding to x-ray probes polarized both parallel and perp
dicular to the optical ‘‘p’’ pulse and a polarization average
measurement. Accompanying each spectrum is
contour plot for the nuclear probability distribution
S i uz i(t,r ,u,f)u2, in theX–Z plane. The changes in this dis

TABLE I. ‘‘ p’’ pulse parameters.

Parameter Description Value

E0 Field amplitude 20 V/nm
t0 Temporal center 0
d Temporal width 100 fs
v0 Carrier frequency 19 419 cm21

c Chirp rate 5 cm21/fs
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 18.60.2.110. Redistribution subject
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tribution directly lead to the variations inx(k,t) and, al-
though the link between distributions and spectra is not co
pletely intuitive, certain connections can be made. Furt
comments are reserved for the following section.

IV. DISCUSSION

The software packageFEFF is an advanced computa
tional tool capable of obtaining near quantitative agreem
with experiment for many complicated physical systems30

For the modeling of I2 , simpler calculations would have n
doubt sufficed, at least to provide a qualitative picture for
phenomena in which we are interested. In the discussio
our results, we shall make use of the relatively crude form
for the K-edge x-ray absorption spectrum,5,37–39

x~k!52(
j

~ ê• r̂ j !
2

u f j~p,k!u
kr j

2 sin@2kr j12d1~k!

1f j~k!#, ~8!

FIG. 2. Top portion: Contour plot~arbitrary units! of the internuclear sepa-
ration, in angstroms, shown as a probability distribution function in theX–Z
plane for I2 prior to perturbation by the ‘‘p’’ pulse. Zero probability is
excited to theB state at this time. Since this initial distribution is spherica
symmetric, rotation about theZ-axis gives an identical distribution. Bottom
portion: EXAFSx(k,t52200 fs) corresponding to the nuclear distributio
in the top panel. X-ray polarization averaged,Ẑ-polarized, andX̂-polarized
EXAFS results are identical due to the symmetry of this configuration.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to explain the qualitative features of our results. In this f
mula,r j is the position vector of thejth scattering atom rela
tive to the absorber,u f j (p,k)ueif j (k) is the backscattering
amplitude from atomj with modulusu f j (p,k)u and argument
f j (k), andd1(k) is the l 51 partial wave phase shift due t
the potential of the absorbing atom. The x-ray polarization
specified by the vectorê which is parallel to the x-ray
E-field.

The essential physics of EXAFS is contained in th
equation and we provide a brief justification for the formu
here. The EXAFS signal results from a dipole matrix e
ment between the single electron core state,uwc&, and ion-
ized state,uw f& @see Eqs.~1! and~2!#. Since the core state i
tightly localized about the atomic nucleus, it follows th
EXAFS is really a probe of photoelectron density~relative to
the case without neighboring atoms! at the atomic nucleus
following absorption of a photon. The wave function for th
photoelectron will consist of a sum of the outgoing spheri
wave plus waves scattered back from the neighboring ato
After subtraction of the background, we expect that the
pole moment will be proportional to a sum over all neighbo

FIG. 3. Similar to Fig. 2 but corresponding to timet52100 fs as defined by
Eq. ~7!. This time corresponds to just over half inversion~56%! to the B
state. The three spectra in the bottom panel correspond to x-ray polariz
averaged~solid line!. Ẑ-polarized ~dashed line!, and X̂-polarized ~dotted
line! EXAFS measurements. Since theẐ polarization of the ‘‘p’’ pulse
E-field defines an axis of symmetry, any x-ray polarization within theX–Y
plane will give the same results as the dotted line. Note that the ver
scaling in the bottom panel has changed relative to Fig. 2.
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 18.60.2.110. Redistribution subject
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of the cross terms between outgoing and backscatte
waves. The oscillatory portion of each term in Eq.~8! then
embodies the phase accumulated by an electron of wave
tor, k, which propagates to and from a neighboring ato
This phase includes a portion from free propagation, 2kr j ,
as well as correction due to phase shifts, (2d1(k)
1f j (k)).40 The r j

22 terms stem from the flux of electron
through unit area at a distancer j removed from the core
wave function site. The backscattering amplitude,u f j (p,k)u,
reflects the square root of the probability that a portion
this flux is redirected back toward the atom from which t
electron originated. Although we find it useful to interpr
our results in terms of this simple picture, we emphasize t
the actual calculations were not performed using Eq.~8!. We
may think of Eq.~8! as a convenient and simple model up
which to understand the results of our more exact numer
experiment.

We note that the functional form of Eq.~8! is actually
quite general given thatu f j (p,k)u. d1(k), and f j (k) may
exhibit arbitraryk dependence. We have verified the validi
of Eq. ~8! for our system by decomposing theFEFF-generated
signal for t52200 fs into amplitude and phase as discuss
by Lee et al.5 Substitution of the resultant amplitude an

ion

al

FIG. 4. Similar to Figs. 2 and 3 but corresponding tot51200 fs. Inversion
is essentially complete~99%! at this time. Note the large discrepancy b
tween the~strong! X̂-polarized EXAFS and~weak! Ẑ-polarized EXAFS
signals. This effect is a clear signal that the I2 molecule has oriented itsel
predominately along theẐ-axis.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6243J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 14, 8 October 1999 Ultrafast EXAFS
phase into Eq.~8! yields an EXAFS spectrum indistinguish
able from theFEFF x(k,t52200 fs) of Fig. 2. It will not
always be the case that Eq.~8! is in perfect agreement with
more detailed calculations~problems will arise in system
for which multiple scattering is important!, but we are con-
fident in using the simple formula as a means to discuss
results for this set of simulations.

Given our results for the time-dependent functio
x(k,t), @Eq. ~3!# and our assumed form for the x-ray pul
envelope@Eq. ~5!#, it is clear that the spectra recorded
Figs. 2–4 directly result from the averaging ofx(k,r ,u,f)
over the internuclear probability distribution at timet. Sev-
eral features in the spectra are easily explained by refere
to Eq. ~8! and we shall enumerate these features sho
however, we first describe the proposed experiment and
culated spectra on purely qualitative grounds to maxim
clarity.

Our experiment begins with an ensemble of identica
prepared, gas phase, I2 molecules in the ground electronic
vibrational, and rotational states. The nuclear probability d
tribution for this ensemble of molecules~or, equivalently, for
a single one of the molecules! is a spherical shell with a
mean radius corresponding to the equilibrium bond length
the ground state for I2 ~2.67 Å! and a very narrow radia
spread corresponding to zero point motion along the inter
clear coordinate. This distribution and the correspond
EXAFS signal are found in Fig. 2. The spherically symm
ric nature of the probability distribution insures that any p
larization direction chosen for the x-rays will provide a
equivalent result. We shall take this ‘‘pre ‘‘p’’ pulse’’ spec-
tra to be the measuring stick against which the other spe
will be compared.

With the introduction of the optical excitation provide
by the ‘‘p’’ pulse, the symmetry described above is broke
The direction of E-field polarization for the ‘‘p’’ pulse
serves to define a preferred direction in our previously i
tropic experiment. We take the direction of thisE-field to be
the Ẑ direction @see Eq.~7! and Fig. 1#. The opticalE-field
polarization defines theẐ direction for us. All following ref-
erences to polarization direction refer to the polarization
the E-field of the x-ray probe pulse. TheX̂ and Ẑ experi-
ments described below and in the figure captions may t
be thought of as experiments with perpendicular and para
relative polarizations between the optical and x-ray puls
respectively.

The effect of the ‘‘p’’ pulse on the nuclear distribution
is twofold. First, the average bond length of the I2 molecule
increases as is expected for a transition to an excited e
tronic state with a less attractive potential surface. Si
EXAFS measures the backscattering of photoelectrons
neighbors, the EXAFS signal is expected to decrease
become more oscillatory with such a lengthening of
bond. This effect is clearly observed in Figs. 3 and 4. T
second effect of the ‘‘p’’ pulse is to align the molecule with
the optical field. This alignment results from the selecti
rules for radiative transitions which specifyDJ561 and
DM50. As the ‘‘p’’ pulse proceeds, the valence electro
jump back and forth between the ground and excited st
creating a distribution over manyJ values, but retaining the
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initial M50 configuration. This nonisotropic distribution o
angular momentum corresponds to a molecule preferent
aligned with the optical field. This alignment is incomple
in Fig. 3, but by Fig. 4 the molecule is clearly predominate
Ẑ-aligned. Since the ejected photoelectron is preferenti
sent off in the direction of x-ray polarization, we expect
see a drastic decrease in EXAFS signal for theX̂-polarized
experiment at late times in the ‘‘p’’ pulse progression. This
effect is most obvious in Fig. 4, where the signal is prac
cally flat for theX̂-polarized experiment and theẐ-polarized
signal is still sizable despite the much inflated bond leng

For clarity, we restate the three basic points made c
in our series of snapshots. These general points will hold
for any ultrafast EXAFS as they are general consequence
the EXAFS phenomena.

~1! X-ray polarization makes a difference. The (ê• r̂ j )
2 fac-

tor in Eq.~8! makes this clear. Note in particular how th
Ẑ-polarized, X̂-polarized, and polarization average
spectra show identical results for the isotropic distrib
tion of t52200, but vastly different results for late
times when the symmetry of the I2 wave function is
broken. By performing linearly polarized EXAFS mea
surements over a range of x-ray polarization directio
relative to the optical pump, information about the re
tive angular distributions of atoms may be obtained.
Fig. 4, for example, the striking difference in sign
strength betweenẐ- and X̂-polarized EXAFS measure
ments shows that the I–I bond is predominantly align
along the direction of the optical ‘‘p’’ pulse ~Ẑ direc-
tion!.

~2! Increasing the bond length leads to a sharp decreas
the signal strength. The strongest signal is clearly for
initial configuration. As the ‘‘p’’ pulse begins the exci-
tation, the mean bond separation increases and the s
drops. The 1/r 2 term is responsible for this. Physically
the effect results from the reduced amplitude for the io
ized electron to be backscattered by a more distant a
~recall that EXAFS is due to this backscatterin
effect5,37!.

~3! The ‘‘wiggles’’ show increase in frequency as the bo
length increases. This effect comes from the sin term
Eq. ~8! and some success has been achieved for de
mining bond lengths by simple Fourier inversions
equilibrium EXAFS signals.5 The fact that we are aver
aging over a distribution of bond lengths and orien
tions precludes us from quantitatively inverting in such
simple fashion: however, it is possible to qualitative
invert the EXAFS signal as we discuss below.

The simplest means to gain information from stationa
EXAFS signals is to consider the modified Fourier transfo
of x(k) as summarized by Leeet al.5 Although one expects
this technique to be most successful in interpreting polar
tion averaged measurements on well-localized distributio
we have applied the technique to our numerically genera
spectra with encouraging results. Figures 5–7 present
magnitude of the Fourier transforms fork3x(k,t) corre-
sponding to thex(k,t)’s of Figs. 2–4. Although it may be
tempting to view these curves as radial distribution fun
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tions, this interpretation is clearly incorrect, as should
evident through inspection of Eq.~8!. First, u f j (p,k)u does
not decay exactly as 1/k2 ~or even very close to this behavio
for I2

6! and the possibility of strongk dependence in the
phase shift terms@d1(k) and f j (k)# would lead one to be-
lieve that Fourier transformation has no hope of reproduc
nuclear distributions. Fortunately, the phase shifts are o
well represented by expansions truncated at linear orde
k.38 When this is the case, the Fourier transformation
scribed above will peak, not where nuclear density is high

FIG. 5. Magnitude of the Fourier transform for the EXAFS signal in Fig
corresponding to the I2 molecule prior to arrival of the optical ‘‘p’’ pulse.
The peak approximately corresponds with the bond length of I2 ~2.67 Å!.
Note the changes in vertical scale among Figs. 5, 6, and 7.

FIG. 6. Magnitude of the Fourier transforms for the EXAFS signals in F
3 corresponding tot52100 fs. The three lines correspond to x-ray pola
ization averaged~solid line!. Ẑ-polarized ~dashed line!, and X̂-polarized
~dotted line! EXAFS measurements. The two peaks roughly correspon
the clusters of nuclear distribution observed in the top panel of Fig. 3.
change in relative height of the two peaks as the x-ray polarization is rot
serves as a qualitative indicator that the ‘‘distant’’ portion of the distribut
is predominatelyẐ-aligned and the ‘‘near’’ portion lies predominately o
and near theX̂–Ŷ plane.
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but offset from this distance by an amount equal to 1/2 of
linear coefficient of the sum of the phase shifts.38

We have verified that the argument of the sin term of E
~8! shows lineark dependence by decomposing our sign
into amplitude and phase as previously discussed and
that our offset is approximately20.2 Å. The peaks in Figs
5–7 are thus seen to correspond to the regions of hig
nuclear density in the top panels of Figs. 2–4. As the ‘‘p’’
pulse is turned on, the ground-state peak~near 2.5 Å but
corresponding to 2.7 Å of I2 separation! decreases in inten
sity and a new peak grows in at largerr ~3.8 Å corresponding
to 4.0 Å of I2 separation!, agreeing with the nuclear densit
plots. Implicit in the above discussion is the fact that pha
transferability5,38 applies between different times in ou
simulation. This has been verified, explaining why our tra
forms succeed as well as they do.

It is also possible to infer the approximate angular d
pendence of the distributions by observing relative pe
height changes as x-ray polarization is rotated. In Fig. 6,
example, theX̂-polarized measurement shows a far larg
peak near the ground-state equilibrium bond length than d
the Ẑ-polarized one. We are led to conclude that nucle
density is leaving the equilibrium bond separation along
Ẑ-axis. Concurrently, a new peak grows in at 4 Å, predom
nately Ẑ-aligned, in agreement with the nuclear distributio
at t52100 fs. Our calculations suggest that it will be rel
tively easy to follow gross changes in ultrafast physical b
havior by simply Fourier transforming the experimental da
We stress that such a transformation will be only a qual
tive tool; quantitative inversion will be a much more cha
lenging problem.

The problem of inversion is certainly of prime impo
tance. For standard EXAFS problems, inversion is usu
carried out by fitting experimental spectra to models with
number of variable parameters~bond distances, Debye–
Waller factors, etc.!. The set of parameters yielding the be
fit to the data is taken to represent the configuration of
sample being studied. Our time-dependent, fully quant
mechanical, calculation has demonstrated that even a sim

.

o
e

ed

FIG. 7. Similar to Figs. 5 and 6, but with Fourier transforms correspond
to t51200 fs and the signals of Fig. 4.
 to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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experiment designed to probe molecular dynamics can
to significant spreading of nuclear wave packets. The diff
nature of the nuclear probability distribution in such
evolving sample is not amenable to description by a ‘‘tim
dependent Debye–Waller’’ factor or the like. In practic
‘‘inversion,’’ particularly for more complex systems, wi
likely have to be carried out by comparing experimental
sults to simplified calculations~based upon classical or sem
classical molecular dynamics where wave packet sprea
is lessened! or by iterative fitting of spectra to model spect
based upon various parametrized functional forms
nuclear distributions. Such procedures will have to be inv
tigated once experimental data become available for an
sis.

From a theoretical standpoint, ultrafast time-resolv
EXAFS shows promise as a means to follow molecular
namics, but we point out that our simulations are idealiz
To date, ultrafast EXAFS has not been experimentally de
onstrated and it is doubtful that the first attempts at such
experiment will conform to our idealized model of infinite
sharp temporal x-ray pulses. Even in an idealized exp
ment, the variation in the EXAFS signal is a small perce
age of the height of the edge of the absorption line. Achi
ing a good signal-to-noise ratio may prove to be difficult f
delocalized atoms distant from one another. Although s
tionary EXAFS signals can reveal information about loc
ized atoms in the second and further solvation shells, sp
averaging over delocalized wave packets significantly co
plicates inversion for large separations. As a final note
caution, we return to the approximation@Eq. ~5!#. Such an
approximation translates, for the I2 system presented, int
x-ray pulse durations on the order of tens to hundreds
femtoseconds. Such x-ray pulse durations have yet to be
clusively demonstrated, although there appear to be no
damental physical limitations to achieving them with acc
erator, plasma, or x-ray laser sources. For a nonzero x
pulse length, there will be additional averaging which w
tend to ‘‘wash out’’ x(k,t), making inversion back to
uc(t)u2 correspondingly more challenging.

V. CONCLUSION

The present work represents an initial theoretical disc
sion of ultrafast EXAFS. It is a consequence of the dispa
in time scales between x-ray coherence and molecular
tion that time-resolved EXAFS spectra amount to avera
over the well-studied, time-independentx(k). Although this
averaging may be time consuming in simulations, the sca
of the problem will be linear with the time consumed by
single time-independentx(k) calculation. The existence o
well-established methods for the computation ofx(k) has
made our calculations ofx(k,t) relatively simple to imple-
ment. Our initial investigation on I2 has led us to believe tha
ultrafast EXAFS has potential as a means of following no
equilibrium, coherent molecular dynamics.

The close theoretical connection betweenx(k,t) and the
conventionalx(k) insures that, on a qualitative level, spec
are relatively easy to interpret for sufficiently simple sy
tems. Inversion for more complex, time-dependent syste
will be challenging, particularly for diffuse nuclear distribu
Downloaded 28 Mar 2001 to 18.60.2.110. Redistribution subject
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tions. It seems likely, though, that qualitative estimates
time-dependent bond lengths may be gained from sim
Fourier inversions ofx(k,t). Similarly, the angular depen
dence associated with the (ê• r̂ j )

2 term of Eq.~8! will serve
as a guide to relative orientational dynamics in evolving s
tems.

Another feature of x-ray absorbence which might pro
useful in ultrafast measurements is the chemical shift~alter-
ing of the position of an absorption edge resulting fro
changes in electron density about the central atom!. Al-
though our treatment has not included coupling between
absorbing electron and the valence electrons of the molec
modification to include such effects would be possible
explicitly retaining the valence electron dependence of
core electronic states in Eq.~A10!.28 Such a generalization
would, for example, provide a simple picture for modelin
the time-dependent chemical shift associated with cha
transfer reactions.

With x-ray sources capable of delivering subpicoseco
pulses of radiation over a sufficiently broad band of frequ
cies expected to become available, time-resolved EXA
can prove to be an important tool in the study of molecu
dynamics, solid state dynamics, localized protein dynam
and related dynamical phenomena. This study indicates
at least, semiquantitative interpretation of such proposed
trafast EXAFS experiments should be possible.
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